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Okay...here goes a (non) mega thread. 
Full disclosure these are my opinions, unless otherwise
noted. 
 
Further I’ll endeavor to keep my opinions fair & balanced. 
 
When appropriate I will link original data-source(s)

This Week
@ThisWeekABC

JUST IN: Rep. Adam Schiff tells @MarthaRaddatz congressional 
Democrats "may" take up impeachment in the wake of special 
counsel Mueller's report, and that the decision will be made 
based on "what is the best thing for the country" 
abcn.ws/2Iwr8Wf
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115 people are talking about this

1/ in the Mueller report there was zero indication that the intent was for the AG or

DAG to make a determinative adjudication as it relates to Obstruction. 

The intent was hand off to Congress  

https://www.justice.gov/storage/report.pdf

2/ timing matters. 

Specifically we are <18 months from the 2020 general election. 

If House Democrats start impeachment proceedings after September 2019 = Trump

wins a 2nd Term

3/ not only does timing matter but so does EDUCATING the American people as to

potential impeachable offenses 

One resource can be found here 
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Impeachment | US House of Representatives: History, Art & Archives
“The President, Vice President and all Civil Officers of the United States, shall be
removed from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or
other high Crimes and Misdemeanors…

https://history.house.gov/Institution/Origins-Development/Impeachment/

4/ if the House Democrats fail to: 

- hold wall to wall public hearings (that’s what they did with Nixon AND Clinton) 

-educate the American people than you won’t have the support & 2020 will be a

shellacking

5/ Volume II is chapter & verse of obstructive behavior 

SCO opening in both volumes, the OLC Memo and CFR precludes a “criminal trial” of

a sitting president and if a sitting president can be indicted. 

Yes I know it’s nuanced but it’s a important distinction ( I might be wrong)

6/ the factual predicate is the House Judiciary Chair is charged with the duty of

impeachment proceedings (yes the SotH would need to approve) 

I’ve tabulated the statistical odds of 2/3 in Senate, <20% chance  

So if you do not have the votes, it’s a calculation & political gamble

7/ further the GOP is not the same idealogical make up of GOP during Nixon. 

There are literally ZERO profiles in Courage in the Trump-brand-GOP 

Total & absolute obsequiousness & complicity. 

None not a single one.

8/ to reiterate the “timing”: 

if the House Dems proceed post September 2019 this is the platform Trump will

seize. And he will in fact energize his base & the independents. 

He’s already planted the seeds “Presidential Harassment” “I’m the victim”  

The Dems need to be smart

9/ meaning they need to look at the chess board 10+ moves. 

While balancing legislation & OverSight. 

As such targeting the most vulnerable GOP senate seats would be my

recommendation. 

Predication Of Trump 2nd term 

Keep control in the House 

Gain control of the Senate

10/ educating not just the Dems or Moderate Dems but leaning in to educate the

Independent voters (who voted for Obama & Trump) & Moderate GOP voters 

https://history.house.gov/Institution/Origins-Development/Impeachment/
https://history.house.gov/Institution/Origins-Development/Impeachment/
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Without that education the Dems will pay a hefty political price come 2020. Review

what happened after the Clinton impeachment


